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Submissions

A. Introduction

1. These submissions are presented in support of and incorporate by reference the

arguments presented in the Petition brought by AT&T Canada Corp.

(AT&T Canada/ATTC), on 27 August 2002 requesting the Governor in Council to

modify those aspects of Decision 2002-34 Regulatory Framework for Second Price Cap

Period (the Decision) that relate to the pricing of services purchased by competitors from

the former monopolies.

2. Price Caps is the framework used to regulate the pricing of services offered by the former

monopolies to consumers and competitors.  In the spring of 2001 the CRTC launched a

proceeding to review the initial regime and to set the parameters for the second price cap

period.1

3. AT&T Canada and Call-Net Enterprises Inc. (Call-Net) participated in this proceeding

putting forward proposals that would address the debilitating impact the lack of

competitively neutral pricing of "competitor" services2 was having on competitors' ability

to invest in facilities and compete in a sustainable manner.  These competitors requested

that the CRTC expand the number of services eligible for cost-based rather than retail

pricing, i.e., the number of services designated as "competitor" to include all network

services and facilities purchased by competitors.  AT&T Canada also proposed that the

CRTC simplify the manner in which it determined the prices for these services, arguing

that the current regulatory costing methodology does not truly calculate the cost the

former monopoly incurs when using these network facilities and services themselves.

4. The Decision dismissed both these proposals.  Instead the CRTC purported to alter the

regulatory policy objective of the regime from one of "fostering competition" to one of

                                                
1 The initial price cap framework was effective 1 January 1998 and when established was set to remain in place

for four years.
2 In this context "competitor" services refers to all the network services and facilities AT&T Canada and Call-Net

purchase from the former monopolies to compete.  The CRTC established a Competitor Services basket which
includes only a portion of the services purchased by competitors.
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"fostering facilities-based competition".  This policy change determined the perspective

from which the CRTC evaluated the AT&T Canada and Call-Net proposals.  Both

proposals were dismissed because, in the view of the CRTC, they were incompatible with

fostering "facilities-based" competition.

5. Specifically, the definition of a new policy objective of fostering "facilities-based"

competition empowered the CRTC to summarily reject proposals put forward by

AT&T Canada and Call-Net declaring that competitively neutral pricing by the former

monopolies for network facilities and services purchased by competitors would act as a

disincentive for continued investment in facilities by competitors.3

6. Further, the new focus on nurturing only "facilities-based" competition has lead the

CRTC to try to micro-manage the competitors and decide exactly which network

components and which network configuration of these components should be eligible for

reduced pricing.  With limited knowledge and understanding of competitors' networks the

CRTC reached erroneous conclusions regarding competitor purchases and, therefore, the

savings accruing to competitors from the Decision is far less than the CRTC had

estimated.

7. Less than three months after the Decision the CRTC has had to acknowledge that it has

neither the understanding nor information needed to design a service for competitors that

accurately reflects their use of the network.4  Although the CRTC has admitted it may

have erred with respect to one competitor service and has initiated a process, this process

will not address what is fundamentally wrong with the Decision – the futile attempt to

pursue only "facilities-based" competition and the consequent rejection of competitively

neutral pricing for all competitor services.

                                                
3 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 158.
4 On 9 August 2002 the CRTC issued Public Notice CRTC 2002-4, in which the CRTC of its own motion

reviewed and varied its findings in the Decision on the components of Digital Network Access that should be
made available to competitors at reduced rates.
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8. Moreover, it is clear the CRTC fails to understand the gravity of the competitive situation

in Canada and the need for expeditious resolution.  The newly initiated process will not

even be complete until February 2003.  A CRTC decision is, therefore, unlikely before

the fall of 2003, close to three and a half years after the government instructed the CRTC

to have regard to the timeliness of its decisions and the impact of these on competition.5

9. The situation is such that, unless the Governor in Council intervenes, it will be extremely

difficult for any significant competitor to the former monopoly telephone companies to

survive and prosper over the longer term.  Such an outcome would constitute a major

reversal of the pro-competitive policies that the Government has pursued since 1992.

10. The relief AT&T Canada is seeking from the Government of Canada is timely and

specific.  It will not pose any hardship on residential consumers nor will it harm the

financial integrity of the incumbent telephone companies.  Specifically, the Petitioner

requests that the government:6

Ο Direct the CRTC to take as its objective the fostering of competition in
telecommunications in Canada rather than merely the fostering of "facilities-
based" competition;

Ο Direct the CRTC to ensure that over the next price cap period, competitors have
competitively neutral access to network facilities and services from the
incumbents and to that end;

• To immediately include all network facilities and services purchased by
competitors in the so called "Competitor Services Basket"

• For those network facilities and services that have heretofore not been
included in the Competitor Services Basket, to, on an interim basis, apply
a 50% reduction to the existing tariffed rate for the services when
purchased or utilized by a competitor, effective 01 June 2002;

• Either by broadening Public Notice 2002-4 or by forthwith commencing a
new proceeding, determine the appropriate transparent and auditable

                                                
5 Speech by the Honorable John Manly Former Minister of Industry, 28 June 2000, Canarie/Net2000.
6 The Telecommunications Act, S.C. 1993, c. 38, as amended, s. 12, provides that the Governor in Council may,

on petition or of its own motion, vary or rescind a decision of the CRTC or refer it back to the CRTC for
reconsideration of all or a portion of it.
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costing methodology to apply to the Competitor Services Basket on a
permanent basis;

• In reviewing the costing methodology, to ensure so far as is possible that
the incumbents cost of supplying themselves with network facilities and
services is recovered from competitors utilizing the network, but not more;

• In reviewing the costing methodology to be employed, to ensure that the
methodology reconciles as far as is possible, with the business operations
and financial statements of the incumbents.  Specifically, to consider the
appropriateness of a service-specific costing methodology; and

• To conclude its Review and issue a Decision with respect to costing by the
end of June 2003.

11. For the reasons elaborated upon below we request that the Governor in Council grant the

relief requested and re-affirm the policy objectives of the Telecommunications Act.  As

the following sections demonstrate, telecommunications competition in Canada is on the

verge of collapse and the CRTC's policy of promoting "facilities-based" to the exclusion

of other forms of competition will only put competition in further jeopardy.  Such a

policy is in direct conflict with the policy objectives enunciated in the

Telecommunications Act and attainment of the government's goal of a competitive

telecommunications industry.  The CRTC has had no regard for the implications its

regulatory costing and interconnection constructs have had on competitors.  Nor, despite

repeated evidence of competitor over-payment, has the CRTC taken the steps needed to

ensure competitors are provided competitively neutral access to all of the former

monopolies facilities and services they are forced to utilize.  The CRTC is either unaware

or indifferent to the consequences of the Decision on competition and the implications of

this on investment in Canadian telecommunications infrastructure to date and future

direct investment in Canada from both foreign and domestic sources.  The relief sought

will balance the interests of the key stakeholders – the consumers, the competitors and

the former monopolies and go a long way in developing sustainable competition in

Canadian telecommunications.
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B. The Decision Ignores the State of Competition and Risks a Return to Monopolies

"So competition has been good for all Canadians – but to ensure that competition
continues, and that all Canadians have access – the regulatory environment has to be
right. . . .The appellants (ATTC and others) are concerned about the status of competition
in our telecommunications market. I take these concerns seriously . . .a return to
monopolies is not an option…"  Former Industry Minister, John Manley, June 2000

…………
Telecommunications in Canada is on the verge of remonopolization.  The former
monopolies have more than 90% of the local business market and virtually 100% of the
residential market share.  Numerous Competitors have failed and those remaining have
limited market share.  The market response to Price Caps has been unanimous -
Competitors were the big losers.

12. At the outset of the Price Caps review it was obvious that the initial framework had been

extremely favourable to the former monopolies.  Due to a mixture of inexperience with

full-scale competition and naivety as to the power the former monopolies wielded as a

result of their ubiquitous public switched networks and market dominance, the CRTC

provided the former monopolies considerable pricing flexibility in the first Price Cap

period.7  On the other hand, the CRTC adopted a very conservative approach to the

classification and pricing of "competitor8" services, making only a very limited number

of network services relied upon by competitors, eligible for CRTC defined "cost-based"

pricing.9

13. This pricing flexibility has empowered the former monopolies to leverage their market

advantage.  Competitor margins are relentlessly squeezed as competitors are forced to

purchase network access at rates far above the former monopolies' real costs of supplying

themselves with the same services.  After incurring these costs, competitors must then

compete with the pricing practices of the same former monopolies who control over 90%

of the market.

                                                
7 The first price cap period was established in Decision 97-9 and governed the classification and pricing of

services for the former monopolies from 1998 to 2001.  The introduction of Price Caps regulation, effective
1 January 1998, coincided with the introduction of local competition and was intended, among other things, to
foster competition.

8 In the first price cap regime the CRTC assigned a small number of services used by competitors to a basket and
froze the rates for these services.  The services were purportedly priced at cost.

9 The CRTC uses a methodology referred to as Phase II to determine the incremental forward-looking costs.
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14. Further, the limited number of network facilities and services eligible for what the CRTC

defines as "cost-based'' pricing, far fewer than the actual number of services and facilities

competitors need from the former monopolies to compete, result in competitors being

forced to pay exorbitant rates to the former monopolies and at the same time try to invest

in their own infrastructure and compete with these monopolies.

15. As the public hearing phase of the process to establish the parameters for the second

Price Cap framework commenced, nascent competition in the local and data markets was

all but extinguished and the former monopolies had begun to regain, or at a minimum

maintain, market share in the long distance market.10   Despite evidence in the Price Caps

proceeding as well as competitor applications before and after the proceeding regarding

the pricing behaviour by the former monopolies, the CRTC did little to address these

issues.

16. All evidence indicates that the competitive market is on the verge of collapse.

17. Over the course of the last 18 months 11 competitive service providers have filed for

bankruptcy protection or have otherwise ceased operations.11  Inroads into the local

market have been slow.  Only limited gains have been made in the business market and

virtually no progress has been made in the residential market.  The following charts

illustrate the extent of the former monopolies' stranglehold on the market, with virtually

100% of the local residential market and over 90% of the local business market.12

                                                
10 Public Notice 2001-37: Interrogatory responses, The Companies(AT&TC)26Jun01-208 PC and

TELUS(AT&TC)26Jun01-208.
11 The following is a list of the competitive local exchange carriers who have exited the Canadian market: Axxent,

C1, Cannect, Maxlink, Norigen, NorthPoint Canada, PSI Net, Riptide, RSP.com, Vidéotron and Wispra.
12 Public Notice 2001-37, interrogatory responses, The Companies(AT&TC)26Jun01-208 PC and

TELUS(AT&TC)26Jun01-208.
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18. The former monopolies have flourished over the last four years - recording

unprecedented financial growth.  The return on equity of the regulated utilities businesses
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of the former monopolies grew from the 11% allowed in 1997 to 16.3% by 2000.13  This

16.3% return generated over $800M of revenue in excess of the 11% that is considered

sufficient to ensure recovery of investment.  During this same time period the competitors

continued to post accelerating losses.  The following graph depicts the diverging

performance of the former monopolies and the competitive entrants over the 1997 to

2001 timeframe.

Former Monopolies vs. Entrants - Net Income/Losses to Common,

1997 to 200114
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13 See Public Notice 2001-37, interrogatory responses ____(CRTC)16Mar01-405 PC.
14 Chart depicts 1997 to 2000 information from income statements produced by the former monopolies in Public

Notice 2001-37: Interrogatory response ____(CRTC)16Mar01-405.  2001 Utility segment and other segment
income statements have been filed in confidence with the CRTC and as directed in Decision 2002-34,
paragraph 997 the former monopolies will no longer have to provide this information commencing 2002.
AT&T Canada has derived 2001 incomes by applying 2001 net income growth to 2000 Utility and other
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revenues and earnings.  AT&T Canada was also forced to implement significant staff

reductions, announcing a 25% cut in its labour force.  In addition, both AT&T Canada

and Call-Net were downgraded to junk level by bond rating agencies.

20. In sharp contrast the former monopolies continued to thrive.  Bell Canada reported

consolidated revenues and EBITDA of $14.3B and $6.1B, respectively in 2001 and

claimed to hold close to 96% of the local market and a 63% share of the long-distance

market.15  TELUS Communications' wireline segment generated $5.3B of TELUS' $7.2B

revenues in 2001 and accounted for $2.2B of its $2.5B EBITDA.16  TELUS boasted a

98% share of the local market and a 79% share of the long-distance market.  The

experience has been similar for the other telephone companies with Aliant and MTS

holding 98% of the local market share in their respective territories at the end of 2001.

21. Surprisingly and despite this market experience, the CRTC concluded in the Decision

that 'competition in the business market will continue to increase over the next few years'

and that …'in the business market segment, the ILECs' market power is reasonably

limited in areas where Competitors have facilities or are otherwise present through the

resale of ILEC services, notably through Centrex resale.'17

22. As events in the market place have underscored, the CRTC is wrong.

23. Bell Canada is actually regaining the limited market-share it has ceded within the

business market.  This is evident from remarks made by Bell Canada's president when

commenting on Bell's share of the business market during a presentation of second

quarter results in July 2002.

"When you look at the health of the CLECs (local Competitors)… there's
not much out there at all if you want to be trite about it.  There are some
major challenges within that sector of the competition…We're starting to
see a significant strengthening in …our business volume activity.  Our win

                                                
15 Bell Canada 2001 Annual Report.
16 TELUS 2001 Annual Report.
17 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 57.
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rates are creeping up and we think, relatively our competitive position
clearly has is strengthened. …So I think that it is not counterintuitive that
you do see the challenge that Competitors face being manifest more
quickly on the lower end of the market where sales cycles are a bit
shorter. …As you would expect, it looks favourable to us and again going
forward we would be fairly optimistic in terms of that direction
continuing."18

24. What should also be crystal clear is that Bell's president is telling market analysts that

once the market share has been regained and competitors have been dispensed with, Bell

will be able to safely raise prices.

25. Should, as Bell's president predicts, this trend continue, the telecommunications industry

could quite conceivably be remonopolized.  The trend is already established and absent

changes to the regulatory framework – the changes requested by the Petitioners – the

market advantage of the former monopolies will be firmly entrenched.

C. The CRTC's Unilateral Alteration of Telecommunications Act Policy

"I expect that the CRTC will consider very carefully every opportunity to foster
competition through its regulatory decisions, keeping an eye on the future of competitive
telecommunications in Canada."  Former Minister of Industry John Manley, June 2000

The CRTC's decision to exclusively pursue "facilities-based" competition over other
forms of competition is not in harmony with the Canadian telecommunications policy
objectives set out in the Telecommunications Act and is inconsistent with long-standing
public policy for the sector.  Further, it ignores the structure of the telecommunications
industry – an industry where the former regional monopolies already have ubiquitous
networks built over the course of a century with a guaranteed return on investment.

26. In the Decision, the CRTC modifies the objective enunciated in the first price cap regime

from one of "fostering competition" to one of "fostering facilities-based competition".

For the first time the CRTC has purported to make it a matter of public policy that pure

"facilities-based" competition be promoted over other forms of competition.  The notion

that one of the principal objectives of Canadian public policy should be promotion of a

                                                
18 Transcript of BCE analyst call 24 July 2002 announcing result for second quarter 2002.
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particular mode of competition —"facilities-based"— is not in harmony with the

Canadian telecommunications policy objectives set out in the Act.  The CRTC has

determined that its objective of "facilities-based" competition should supercede the

objectives of the Act,19 namely:

• To enhance the efficiency and competitiveness, at the national and international
levels, of Canadian telecommunications;

• To promote the use of Canadian transmission facilities for telecommunications
within Canada and between Canada and points outside Canada;

• To foster increased reliance on market forces for the provision of
telecommunications services and to ensure that regulation, where required, is
efficient and effective; and

• To stimulate research and development in Canada in the field of
telecommunications and to encourage innovation in the provision of
telecommunications services.

27. The mandate of the CRTC is to implement the policy objectives of the Act not to

establish new and narrower objectives.  Moreover, the pursuit of a policy that promotes

"facilities-based" competition to the exclusion of all other forms of competition is

destined to have the effect of lessening competition and conceivably eliminating

competitors.  This result is clearly not compatible with any of the objectives of the Act

28. The CRTC's objective to foster pure "facilities-based" competition appears to be driven

by a desire to impose its view as to how competition should emerge rather than to

facilitate competitive entry on the basis of reality and experience.  It promotes inefficient

and ineffective regulation, has the consequence of diminishing rather than increasing

reliance on market forces, thereby inhibiting innovation and thwarting the efficiency and

competitiveness of Canadian Telecommunications at the national level.  The net effect is

the suppression rather than fulfillment of the policy objectives of the Act.   

                                                
19 Telecommunications Act, section 7.
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29. In order to promote competition effectively the CRTC must have regard for prevailing

industry structure and the fact that this structure has a fundamental influence on the

development of competition.  In the case of the Canadian telecommunications industry,

competitive entry comes after nearly a century of monopoly provision of service.  The

five major former monopolies already have ubiquitous regional networks that were built

out gradually with a guaranteed return on investment.  This provides the former

monopolies with a stranglehold on the public switched telephone network that all

competitors must access to offer service.  This stranglehold allows the former monopolies

to control competitor access, and inevitably, competitor margins.

30. The dominance of the former monopolies and their stranglehold over the network is all

the more menacing when their recent consolidation is considered.  BCE now controls

every significant incumbent east of Saskatchewan while TELUS controls British

Columbia and Alberta.

31. After more than ten years of competition, the former monopolies continue to hold more

than 95% of the local market.  Much of the stranglehold on the market is the direct result

of the fact that the CRTC has invariably favoured theoretical views over practical

experience and to date scrupulous efforts to 'keep the ILECs whole' has only served to

consistently and increasingly propel the former monopolies to greater profitability and

dominance.  BCE acknowledged this when reporting its second quarter earnings for 2002,

attributing Bell Canada's superior performance relative to its peer group in the U.S. to

" …a better, more durable regulatory environment that exists here [Canada], ...".20  In

other words a regulatory environment that favours and protects the former monopolies at

the expense of competition.

32. The elevation of "facilities-based" competition to policy is no exception.  It is a decision

that is totally divorced from the fundamentals of competitive entry from both a business

case and experiential perspective.  It is promotion of an end without provision of the

means.

                                                
20 Transcript of BCE analyst call 24 July 2002 announcing result for second quarter 2002.
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33. In entering the market a competitor seeking longer term market sustainability will

ultimately try to offer the majority of its services over its own facilities.  The benefits to a

competitor of doing so are clear: operational ease, control of customer experience,

optimal margins, etc.  However, the cost and time required to replicate even a small

portion of the former monopoly networks is staggering.  Furthermore, competitors are

constrained by the realities of the financial markets, which, even at the best of times,

offer capital on a gradual and limited basis and then only if there is continued growth in

revenue and earnings.  In the face of these realities, entry is only possible if competitors

use the former monopolies for network facilities and services to augment their

infrastructure and to build the critical mass needed to justify further network expansion.

34. The analysis presented in Appendix A to this Petition provides an economic model of a

hypothetical competitor's business case under a build entry strategy i.e., the pure

"facilities-based" approach endorsed by the CRTC,21 and a hybrid entry strategy, i.e., one

that uses a combination of competitor and former monopoly facilities.

35. The model demonstrates that the CRTC's "facilities-based" entry strategy has, in the most

optimistic case, a 20-year payback period for the investment.  Therefore, under this

scenario the competitor will not achieve a return on investment for the first 20 years

since, unlike the former monopolies, the competitors are not guaranteed an annual return

on investment.  Under these circumstances it is evident that the only rational entry

strategy would be the hybrid model.

36. Although the hybrid approach is the only realistic business model, even this model is

challenging.  Based on today's regulatory framework22 a competitor with its own urban

network would have payments to the former monopolies in the vicinity of 30% to 40% of

its revenue.  Even in a case where a competitor augments these urban network facilities

                                                
21 Even in the build scenario the competitor must use former monopoly facilities for the last mile access to the

customer, i.e., local loops.
22 Assumes the currently approved rates, including an estimate of all price reductions to competitor services

envisioned in the Decision, for the range of services required by competitors.
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with backbone network, payments to the former monopolies would account for 20% to

30% of its revenue.  Under these circumstances a competitor is still faced with the

prospect of making significant investment with a payback period of up to 9 years and this

only if a relatively optimistic market share gain is realized.

37. The competitor experience over the last four years has borne this out.  AT&T Canada has

made approximately $2B of investment in network infrastructure, yet despite this

investment, last year AT&T Canada paid the former monopolies approximately $450M

for the network services and facilities it needs to compete.  In fact, the ubiquity of the

former monopoly network is such that AT&T Canada's reliance on that network has

actually grown even as it expands and invests more in its own facilities.  Taken in

conjunction with the entire competitor industry the investment made in new facilities

over the last four years is close to $4B and the annual payments to the former monopolies

last year were roughly $750M.  As a result of the regulatory framework prescribed during

the first four-year price cap period, competitors were forced to make substantial

investment in network infrastructure while simultaneously matching that investment in

payments to the former monopolies.  This situation clearly is not financially viable nor, in

fact, economically efficient.

38. The attempts of the former monopolies to encroach on each other as competitive new

entrants have mirrored those of competitors.  TELUS incurred significant debt in its

acquisition of Clearnet and has made only limited inroads in the Eastern market.

Bell Nexxia's payments to its parent and other carriers for the services and facilities

needed to augment its network have even exceeded those of competitors.  According to

Nexxia's financial statements cost of goods sold represented 86% of Nexxia's revenues in

2000 and by June 2001 actually exceeded revenues by about $13M.23  Fortunately for the

incumbents the warm embrace of their near monopoly business is ample to ward off the

chill of their competitive forays.

                                                
23 See Public Notice 2001-37, The Companies Exhibit #79 filed 19 October 2001.
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39. Experience rather than the Regulators' much loved theory, could make it no clearer; if

there is to be sustainable competition the regulatory framework must create an

environment that will facilitate a viable business model for competitors.  The fact is the

vast majority of the network facilities and services required by competitors are priced at

rates that far exceed the cost of these services to the former monopolies – i.e., are not

priced at competitively neutral rates.  This is the main reason for the financially

unsustainable and economically inefficient competitor business model.

40. In the Price Cap proceeding AT&T Canada and Call-Net put forward proposals that

would address the debilitating effect that inflated retail pricing for "competitor" services

was having on competitors' ability to invest and compete in a sustainable manner.  These

proposals were straight-forward in recommending the expansion of the so-called

"Competitor Services Basket" to include all services and facilities purchased by a

competitor from an incumbent and to price these services at competitively neutral rates.

41. However, despite experience and even despite the CRTC's own recognition that, for the

foreseeable future, competitors would require these network facilities and services from

the former monopolies to compete, the CRTC rejected both these proposals. 24

42. In rejecting these proposals instead of focussing on whether they would foster

competition, the CRTC's assessment of AT&T Canada and Call-Net "focused on whether

either of these proposals would foster facilities-base competition"25.  This assessment

lead the CRTC to erroneously conclude that denying competitively neutral access to the

former monopolies facilities and services would encourage competitor investment in

Canadian telecommunications infrastructure.

43. It is ludicrous to expect that entrants would be able to sustain their business let alone

become profitable and make the investment needed to replicate the former monopolies'

networks while simultaneously spending roughly $750M to $800M annually on network

                                                
24 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 26.
25 Public Notice 2002-4, paragraph 13.
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services and facilities from these same monopolies.  Yet this is precisely what the CRTC

is mandating as the only acceptable approach.

44. More disturbing is the use of the "facilities-based" policy as a means to micro-manage

competitors' network architecture and investment. In the Decision, with limited

knowledge and understanding, the CRTC attempted to create a new service for

competitors by itself deciding which network components competitors needed in its

"facilities-based" environment and therefore which would be eligible for cost-based

pricing.  Not surprisingly the CRTC reached erroneous conclusions regarding competitor

purchases and, therefore, the extent of the savings accruing to competitors was far less26

than the 15% to 20% estimated by the CRTC, which in itself would not even nearly

address the gap between the prices paid by competitors and the actual cost to the former

monopolies.

45. Less than three months after the Decision the CRTC has acknowledged its mistake and

initiated another proceeding to determine how this new service should be constructed.

Unfortunately the process does not address what is fundamentally wrong with the

Decision – the futile attempt to exclusively pursue "facilities-based" competition.  As

discussed further in Appendix A, attempts by the CRTC to design interconnection

regimes around regulatory policy instead of sound economics and industry structure will

always have the effect of increasing costs and promoting inefficient investment.

46. If there is to be a continued and growing reliance on market forces, the regulatory rules

must create a dynamic that encourages efficiency and choice rather than one that attempts

to dictate the evolution of competition.  The regime should also allow the competitors to

provision their networks in a manner that is economically and technically feasible rather

than to dictate the network design that will be eligible for wholesale or "cost-based"

pricing.  This micro-managed approach to regulation has no foundation in economics or

                                                
26 Call-Net estimated that the savings would be in the vicinity of a 7% reduction in payments to the former

monopolies and AT&T Canada estimated an 8%-10% reduction in the $450M annual payments made to former
monopolies.
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experience and will only serve to strengthen the financial position and market

entrenchment of the former monopolies.

47. This is apparent in the comparison BCE Chairman Michael Sabia made between

Bell Canada and the leading U.S. incumbent SBC when reporting BCE's second quarter

2002 results.  Where Bell Canada posted strong earnings growth of 7.6%27, SBC reported

a decline of 3.9%.28  Much of this earnings decline can be accounted for by a decline in

SBC's local and access revenues.  Certain of the regulatory bodies in the jurisdictions

within which SBC operates have encouraged competition by mandating rate reductions

for competitor access to SBC's network facilities and services to levels that move toward

the cost of this access to SBC when SBC uses these same facilities to provide service to

its consumers.  This has produced real competition in Michigan, for example, where SBC

has lost approximately 150,000 lines to competitors.29  This in turn has produced real

benefits for consumers in that state.

48. It is important to note that this decline in earnings does not connote SBC as other than an

extremely profitable company…making the comparison with BCE even more jarring.

49. If the CRTC is permitted to continue to pursue its policy of "facilities-based"

competition, Canada is in danger of slipping behind the United States and other

jurisdictions in attaining sustainable competition in telecommunications.

50. On a broad macro level, as well, it is clear that the duplication of telephone company

facilities contemplated by a pure "facilities- based" policy is not economically sound.

Assuming for a moment that there were adequate capital resources to finance such an

endeavor, the outcome would be a glut of facilities in the market that would in turn create

a pricing spiral leaving both the former monopolies and the new entrants with no

opportunity for recovery of their respective investments.

                                                
27 EBITDA growth Q2/02 relative to Q2/01 as reported 24 July 2002.
28 SBC Communications Inc., Consolidated Statements of Income Normalized, 30 June 2002.
29 17 July 2002, USA Today: "Competition keeps calling, but local Bells resist".
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51. The recent experience in the long-haul voice and data market is an illustration of the

consequences of network over-supply.  Global Crossing, 360 Networks and Teleglobe are

all casualties of the network over-build in the international long-haul voice and data

market.  In response to what was perceived to be insatiable demand for bandwidth, the

combined builds of these companies and others has produced an undeniable glut of

facilities.  This in turn is producing a pricing spiral and pushing these players into

bankruptcy protection.

52. Pure "facilities-based" competition as a policy will inhibit competition, will be wasteful

of scarce capital resources, economically inefficient and potentially ruinous for all

investors.  Certainly this policy will do little to fulfill the policy objectives of the Act and

much to prevent their achievement.

D. The CRTC's Model Overstates the Former Monopolies' Costs

"It is important to ensure that arrangements for new entrants to access the local networks
are not a barrier to entry… Timing and speedy decisions do matter".
Former Industry Minister John Manley, June 2002

………

The decision ignores relevant financial information – the overall returns of the
incumbent's utility business – and instead relies solely on an outdated regulatory costing
methodology to determine "economic" pricing of network services and facilities
purchased by Competitors.  This costing methodology relies on the incumbent's internal
methodology and data and is only used for regulatory purposes.  The outcome of this
approach has lead to Competitor subsidization of the former monopolies.  Where relief
has come at all, in the form of CRTC directed price reductions, it has generally been
after numerous applications by the competitors and long delays with no prospect for
reimbursement from the former monopolies.

53. The CRTC claims to be concerned that the prices charged to competitors for the network

facilities and services purchased from the former monopolies are determined on the basis

of sound economic principles.  Yet to determine these prices the CRTC has endorsed an

esoteric costing methodology established purely for regulatory purposes.  The CRTC,
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despite glaring evidence to the contrary, has refused to acknowledge the disconnect and

inconsistency between this service-specific costing and the overall earnings of the former

monopolies.

54. The CRTC has decided that its prescribed regulatory costing methodology is the only

foundation for sound economic pricing.  The methodology, now thirty years old, was

developed in a regulated monopoly context and is singularly unsuitable as a tool to ensure

competitively neutral access to the incumbent network.  Further, it is a regulatory

construct that has no relevance to the day-to-day operations of the telephone companies

and no link to overall earnings.  It is not transparent, relying exclusively on the former

monopolies for study methodology and data, much of which is held in confidence by the

Regulator and is subject to no form of audit or revision barring specific complaint from

competitors.

55. Even if it were possible, the former monopolies have no economic incentive to develop

studies for competitor services that fairly and accurately reflect the cost of providing

those same services to themselves since this would only result in reduced revenue for the

former monopolies.  To the contrary, the only rational behaviour on the part of the former

monopolies is to maintain as much mark up as possible in its costing so as to ensure that

its competitors' margins are squeezed as much as possible and market share is thereby

retained.

56. Experience supports this assertion.  Over the last four years reductions in the order of

40% to 70% in the prices for competitor services have been the result of repeated

competitor complaints.  However, without exception, the reductions have come after a

lengthy debate and proceedings that have sometimes stretched on for months and even

years.  The most recent example of cost overstatement is found in a cost study for

switching and aggregation (access tandem) recently produced by the former monopolies

themselves showing an average reduction of a little over 60% (70% in the case of

Bell Canada) in the cost of this service when compared to the cost study that had

governed the pricing of service previously.  A cost reduction of this magnitude even prior
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to vetting by competitors and the CRTC illustrates the extent of the problem with this

methodology.

57. The fact is that in every instance that the so-called "cost-based" pricing of the former

monopolies has been scrutinized it has yielded evidence of substantially inflated pricing.

These findings alone should have underscored to the CRTC the absence of sound

economics and the reasonableness of the Call-Net and AT&T Canada proposals that

called for across the board reductions in prices to competitors for network access ranging

from 40% to 70%.

58. The CRTC's endorsement of this outdated, inaccurate and damaging pricing methodology

combined with the lack of a timely response to competitor applications to re-evaluate

these costs has forced competitors to over-pay the former monopolies for prolonged

periods of time.  Moreover, after re-evaluation of the costs competitors have never been

fully reimbursed for their over-payment.  As a consequence, the struggling competitors

have been systematically obliged to subsidize the hugely profitable former monopolies.

59. The competitors' numerous applications to modify the frozen contribution regime is

perhaps the most glaring but not the only example of the enrichment the former

monopolies have received at the competitors expense and as a direct consequence of a

policy decision by the CRTC.  In that case unreimbursed competitor overpayments of

$500M occurred before the CRTC finally sought to prospectively reduce the competitor

burden.

60. Individual services for which costs have been scrutinized as a result of competitor

complaints include: switching and aggregation (direct connect), 800 database dips and

unbundled local loops.  These were all purportedly priced at cost but investigation has in

each case uncovered overstated cost and inaccuracies.  The inadequacies of the costing

methodology and the delays in obtaining relief has resulted in competitors subsidizing the

former monopolies to the tune of roughly $860M over the last four and a half years (see

Appendix B).  The table below summarizes the outcome of the proceedings for these
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services.  On average, scrutiny of the former monopolies' prices for these services has

yielded a roughly 60% reduction, a massive overpayment by competitors and a windfall

to the former monopolies at a time they were experiencing unprecedented earnings

growth.

Service % Reduction Overpayment
($M)

Switching and Aggregation
• Direct Connect
• Access Tandem

80
60

254
79

Toll-free (800) Database Dips 50 18
Local Loops and Related Charges 40 12
Contribution N/A 500

TOTAL ~60% 862

61. It is important to note that $860M only describes the overpayment for services the CRTC

has reviewed.  It would be naïve in the extreme to believe the same wasn't true for all

network services utilized by competitors and that these cases were somehow exceptional.

62. Under the circumstances, it is remarkable that the CRTC would claim that its decision

establishes rules that make sense from an economic perspective.  Ironically, in the face of

the current overpayment, the CRTC states in support of its perspective that "if

Competitors were to get access to the telephone company at artificially low prices…they

would have no economic incentive to build their own facilities."30  The CRTC should

consider that if competitors continue to be forced to overpay the former monopolies there

may be no competitors to build these facilities.

63. Perhaps even more astonishing is that the endorsement of this costing methodology is

despite acknowledgement in the Decision that no adequate check of reasonableness exists

for this costing.  In a completely insufficient response, however, the CRTC announced its

intention to facilitate a round table consultation to commence in the fourth quarter of

2002.  In the meantime the model continues to govern.

                                                
30 CRTC Vice-Chairman David Colville, CRTC press conference at the release of Decision 2002-34,

30 May 2002.
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64. Finally and inexplicably, the CRTC simultaneously alleviated the former monopolies of

the requirement to file financial results for their utility businesses – the only real overall

check of reasonableness currently available.

65. The CRTC's failure to understand the gravity of the competitive situation and the

consequence of delays is reinforced by the recently announced process for digital access

service. This process is to last until February 2003 with a decision likely only in the fall

of 2003. Close to three years after the initiation of the Price Cap proceeding, the CRTC

may reach a decision that will offer competitively neutral pricing for one of the services

purchased by competitors.  The CRTC appears not to have heard the words of the former

Minister of Industry that "…timely and speedy decisions do matter … Timely decision

making will go along way to re-establishing confidence in the regulatory environment in

Canada." 31

66. Over-payment and delays of this type cannot be tolerated in the present circumstances.

Two years have already elapsed since the initiation of the process that culminated in the

Decision.  The matter of the inaccuracies and lack of reliability of the Regulator's costing

methodology was an issue put squarely before the CRTC and was addressed by several

parties.  In light of the roughly $860M competitor subsidization of the former

monopolies, it is outrageous that a review of the costing and attendant relief to

competitors must now await the outcome of the proposed costing review.  The only

rational conclusion given all of the evidence is that the individual instances of inflated

costing are only the tip of the proverbial iceberg.

67. Competitors must be granted relief in the form of competitively neutral costing of

network elements now.  Only then will consumers have the prospect of sustainable

competitive choice.

                                                
31 Speech by the Honourable John Manley former Minister of Industry, 28 June 2000, Canarie/Netw2000.
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E. The Decision is Divorced from Market Realities

"…the regulatory environment has to be right"

The decision is not credible.  The CRTC has embarked on a "facilities-based" policy with
either no regard at best or complete indifference at worst to the impact such a policy will
have on the key stakeholders – the consumers, the Competitors and the former
monopolies, and on future investment in Canadian infrastructure.  Moreover, the
Decision does not reflect the realities of the financial environment.

68. The CRTC's "facilities-based" policy appears to have been made in a regulatory vacuum.

There was clearly no understanding of the consequence of the Decision on competitors,

hence the overstatement of cost savings and subsequent review and vary of the pricing for

Digital Network Access with the initiation of a new proceeding.

69. With respect to the former monopolies, the CRTC has suggested that the new price cap

regime will cost these companies in the order of $1.4B over the four year price cap

period.32  This estimate, however, provides no insight into the impact of the new regime

relative to the previous price cap regime, the most relevant consideration.  Under the

former regime the incumbent telephone companies were subject to an overall price cap

which required that they reduce service rates, on average, so as to reflect annual 4.5%

efficiency or productivity improvement. Under the new regime, the productivity offset

has been reduced to 3.5%.  The overall level of revenues subject to the price cap

constraint has remained similar.  The reduction in the productivity offset should save the

former monopolies in the order of $60M per year,33 which compounds annually for the

four year price cap period, bringing the savings to $600M.

70. The $1.4B trumpeted by the CRTC also includes amounts to be assigned to the deferral

account.  It is important to note that the deferral account is nothing more than accounting

attribution at this point.  In any event it does not necessarily represent a cash loss to the

                                                
32 BMO Nesbitt Burns Telecom Research Conference Call, briefing provided by CRTC Vice-Chairman,

David Colville, 31 May 2002.
33 Assuming the incumbent telephone company Utility segment revenues are roughly $10.4B in 2002, and of this

total roughly $5.6B are subject to the price cap (I-X).
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former monopolies.  Moreover, the accounts already have, as a result of the Decision, a

positive balance far greater than the competitor relief sought in this Petition.  The nature

of the deferral account coupled with the diminished productivity offset requirements

arguably leave the former monopolies better off as a result of the Decision.  A strange

state of affairs given the initial regime was already skewed in favour of the former

monopolies.

71. The record profitability of the former monopolies taken in conjunction with the state of

competition before, during and after the public proceeding provide a clear signal that the

framework is not only incompatible with the policy objective of competition, but also

continues to be tilled very much in favour of the former monopolies.

72. The statement of BCE subsequent to the Decision that it is the most profitable telco on

the Continent, in good measure because the regulatory environment, could not be more

eloquent.34

73. The Price Cap Decision completely ignored the existing market reality, remedying

neither the prices competitors pay nor, to a large extent, the pricing flexibility of the

former monopolies.  The CRTC's blindness to the painfully obvious deterioration of the

competitive market brings into question its commitment to competition and its ability to

regulate.  At a minimum, the Regulator's unwillingness to address competitor concerns

underscores the complete misunderstanding at best or ambivalence at worst, of the CRTC

to the market consequences of its regulatory framework.

74. The Analyst community in general had expectations of cost reductions in the vicinity of

15% to 40% for competitors35.  Indeed, Bell Canada also recognized the initial regime

had been skewed in their favour and incorporated this downside risk into guidance

                                                
34 Michael Sabia, CEO BCE 24 July 2002, Transcript from analyst call to announce results for second

quarter 2002.
35 Stuart Isherwood, telecom analyst at UBS Warburg in Toronto was cited as expecting a cut of 15%-25%.

Bob Hastings, analyst with Raymond James Equity Research in Vancouver forecasted a 40% cut to the charges,
National Post, 28 May 2002.
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projections.  Prior to the Decision, Bell Canada's president John Sheridan had commented

on the potential impact when reporting Bell Canada's 2002 guidance:

So, that's broadly, the overview of the Bell 2002 plan.  In terms of the high
level numbers, which you've seen, we're in a position in terms of revenue
guidance of 5% to 7% growth.  We're also in the position in terms of
EBITDA guidance of 6% to 8% growth.  Those numbers do reflect, I'd
have to say fairly prudent assumptions in terms of regulatory impacts that
will come out in the spring, but nevertheless, those are our numbers.

…but first of all, number one, we've been prudent, as I said in the
presentation, we feel we're being prudent on the regulatory assumptions.
So, the net regulatory impact we see, which of course will become fact,
not speculation in the early part of 2002, will be negative on our bottom
line.  I'd be happy to take you through in a lot of detail the specific
assumptions, but if I did that, I think frankly, we'd be being a little bit
irresponsible, because the decision hasn't even been made yet, and we
don't want to influence a decision in terms of laying out in black and white
some of the negative impacts we've assumed for obvious reasons.36

75. TELUS claimed not to have factored the Decision into its guidance for 2002, stating that

given its Eastern expansion the impact of the Decision would likely be neutral overall.

76. The financial community quickly assessed that the competitors were the big loser in the

Decision. The impact of this assessment was immediate and devastating.

Group Telecom's share price dropped by 85% in the two months following the decision.

Ultimately, Group Telecom, the only competitor claiming to be operating purely on its

own facilities has been forced to seek protection under the CCAA, and has acknowledged

the difficulties it faces in being able to successfully restructure.  Call-Net, after

successfully restructuring its debt in anticipation of a decision that would promote

competition and correct the glaring imbalances of the first Price Cap regime, experienced

a 60% drop in share price the day after the decision.  Call-Net has continued to

experience a decline in revenues and its expansion into the residential local market has

been hobbled by the retrograde approach the CRTC has taken in refusing to lower

network costs of competitors.

                                                
36 Transcript of BCE CEO Business Review Conference, 12 December 2001.
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77. On the other hand none of the former monopolies, despite claims the Decision would

cause financial hardship, adjusted their earnings guidance for 2002 and beyond as a result

of the Decision. In fact BCE, shortly after the Decision, announced that it expected to

have cumulative average annual earnings of 12% over the next four years, making it the

most profitable telephone company on the planet.37

78. The CRTC also did not offer any guidance as to how competitors would be able to raise

the roughly $10B required to replicate the networks of the former monopolies or what

would happen to the billions invested in facilities should the industry remonopolize.  It

appears that the CRTC believes it's role is to simply pronounce on the ultimate form

competition should take as opposed to facilitate the roll-out of competition.  The

Regulator pronounced a new objective but offered no vision as to how, under the

circumstances, "facilities-based" competition would ever be achieved.38  The CRTC is

apparently quite prepared to cut existing investors and competitors loose and await the

potential arrival of some new technology that could be delivered over cable or wireless.

79. Such an approach flies in the face of the government's objectives for both

telecommunications competition and investment in Canada more generally.

80. In fact, a likely result of the CRTC's approach is the stranding of the billions of dollars

invested in competition to date and a clear message to the international investment

community beyond telecommunications that Canada is at best, an uncertain investment

destination.

81. The regulatory environment must reflect market experience and reality.  The simple and

unassailable fact is that the business plan of any competitor, regardless of the investment

of billions of dollars in Canada in pursuit of the policy goals of the Government of

Canada, must still rely upon the network infrastructure of the former monopolies, built

                                                
37 Ottawa Citizen, "Bell's take on the telecom recession; squeeze harder", 6 June 2002.
38 CRTC Vice-Chairman David Colville CRTC Press Conference at release of Decision 2002-34, 30 May 2002

and in Angus Telemanagement Article Number 197, July-August 2002.
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out as they were, in a monopoly, guaranteed rate of return environment over the better

part of a century.  The only realistic and economically feasible approach is a slow

methodical expansion of competitor facilities using resale to build the critical mass to

justify such an expansion.

82. Cabinet must act to direct the CRTC to immediately give competitors competitively

neutral access to all network services they require to offer competitive choice to

Canadians and must direct the CRTC to review its costing methodology to have regard to

the economic reality of the marketplace.

83. In so acting, Cabinet will be supporting competitive choice for Canadians with all of the

investment and innovation that will inspire and will be putting Canada at the forefront of

regulatory efforts globally to ensure that competition is sustainable in

telecommunications and that the world of the comfortable monopoly is not re-visited.

F. Remedy Sought

The Petitioner is proposing a specific remedy that relates only to the regulatory
treatment and pricing of services purchased by competitors.  It will impose no hardship
on residential customers, or harm the financial integrity of the former monopolies.

84. The Petitioner is requesting that the Government of Canada direct the CRTC to fulfill its

mandate and put in place a framework that will promote telecommunications competition

in Canada. The artificially high cost structure imposed on competitors by the pricing of

services from the former monopolies is the most significant obstacle in the way of

achieving a sustainable competitive telecommunications industry in Canada.  The remedy

sought directly and immediately addresses this issue by ensuring that competitors have

access to the former monopolies' facilities and services at competitively neutral rates.

85. To this end AT&T Canada is requesting that the tariffed services purchased by

competitors that are currently not classified and priced in accordance with the pricing
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framework established for Competitor Services be so classified and the prices for these

be immediately reduced by 50% on an interim basis.39

86. Today the competitors are paying the same rate for these services as all other customers

of the former monopolies – i.e., today competitors are forced to pay the former

monopolies the same price as the very customers for whom they are competing.

Moreover, the prices for these services were originally established in a monopoly

environment and, therefore, set so as to maximize contribution in order to support the

government's universal service policy objectives.  These inflated prices remain in effect

despite the fact that the CRTC subsequently addressed this policy objective through the

mechanism of the contribution fund – a fund to which competitors contribute.

Consequently, the margins the former monopolies receive from these services are

sizeable.

87. Furthermore, as outlined earlier and elaborated on in Appendix B, scrutiny of even those

rates purported to be "costs-based" has consistently resulted in price reductions averaging

60%.  The relief sought by the competitors, on an interim basis, is therefore conservative

since it entails a 50% reduction in prices that were set to maximize contribution as

opposed to merely recover cost.

88. As noted in the Petition, competitors spend approximately $750M annually on network

services and facilities purchased from the former monopolies. Of this, roughly $440M is

spent to purchase services that have been priced to maximize contribution, having the net

effect of competitors paying substantially more than cost for a large portion of the

network facilities and services they purchase from the former monopolies.  Therefore, the

interim reduction of 50% will only have the effect of bringing the prices competitors pay

for these services closer to but still well above cost.

                                                
39 The Petitioners are referring to the treatment of cost plus a 15% subject to a minimum annual productivity offset

of 3.5% ascribed by the CRTC to Category I Competitor Services.
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89. The relief sought will in no way jeopardize the financial performance of the former

monopolies.  The revenue loss associated with the interim 50% reduction would be

roughly $235M industry-wide.  The impact of any revenue reduction on the former

monopolies' financial performance should be considered in the context of their earnings

at the outset of the new Price Cap regime and the overall savings the new regime offers

relative to the previous one.  In this regard the record earnings of the former monopolies,

at the outset of the new regime included revenues of about $1B in excess of those needed

to earn an 11% return on equity – a return the CRTC deemed sufficient to recover

investment.  Taken in conjunction with the roughly $600M compounded savings accruing

over the term of the next price cap period, it is clear the former monopolies have more

than sufficient earnings to sustain this move toward competitively neutral pricing.

90. Since subsequent to the 50% reduction the former monopolies will continue to more than

recover their cost, residential and other service rates should not be affected.  Moreover,

the CRTC has established a deferral account for the former monopolies to ensure that any

changes in the pricing of "Competitor Services" that result in downside financial impacts

to the former monopolies can be offset against revenues these companies received to

recover specific costs, incurred over the 1998-2001 period, to introduce local competition

– costs that have now been recovered.

91. In light of the dramatic overstatement of costs witnessed to date and the lack of an overall

check of reasonableness on the service-specific costs produced by the current regulatory

costing methodology, the Petitioner is requesting that the government direct the CRTC to

expand Public Notice 2002-4 or include as part of the costing review in the Decision and

requested in this Petition the following:

• A direction to determine the appropriate transparent and auditable costing
methodology to apply to the Competitor Services Basket on a permanent basis;

• In reviewing the costing methodology, a direction to ensure so far as is possible
that the incumbents cost of supplying themselves with network facilities and
services is recovered from competitors utilizing the network, but not more;
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• In reviewing the costing methodology to be employed, a direction to ensure that
the methodology reconciles as far as is possible, with the business operations and
financial statements of the incumbents.  Specifically to consider the
appropriateness of a service-specific costing methodology; and

• A direction to the CRTC to conclude this Review and issue a Decision with
respect to costing by end of June 2003.

92. A review of this nature will provide an opportunity to assess the prices competitors pay

for all the services purchased from the monopolies and finalize the prices for those

services addressed by this Petition.  Once the CRTC and the industry have truly

embraced the reality of sustainable competition all stakeholders will be motivated to

ensure that there is competitively neutral pricing to competitors.

93. The consumers will be the main beneficiaries gaining both choice and a more stable

competitive landscape.  The competitors will be provided an opportunity to forge a

sustained market presence and the potential for a profitable business.  The former

monopolies will be provided real incentive to become more efficient and begin to

formulate more rational approaches to both retail and wholesale pricing.

94. The opportunity for Canada will be to exert global leadership for what is truly a global

challenge…ensuring that the control over monopoly network is not utilized by those

former monopolies to thwart competition.

All of which is respectfully submitted on behalf of the Petitioner this 27th day of August 2002.


